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TT - The landscape of coffee culture
in LA is one that is on a frontier of
exciting foundation, with craft roast-
ers moving into downtown from all
over the country. How will that affect
Angelenos’ relationship to your work
at our centralized location?

AR -The craft roasters expansion into
downtown LA is contributing to the cre-
ative renaissance of the city. Just as in
previous centuries, when cultural and
social centers were dominated by cafés
and coffeehouses, LA’s coffee culture is
reclaiming a historical role within the
public sphere and is becoming a leading
factor to a movement that gives rise to
changes in ways art is thought of, viewed,
and consumed.

The symbiosis between Coffeegraph and
LA’s expanding coffee culture is quite
remarkable. We are both on parallel jour-
neys of expansion lead by a common
denominator – COFFEE. Realizing the
potential power of this art form, which
seems to reflect a voice greater than my
own, I believe the expansion of craft
roasters in town will contribute to more
Angelenos viewing my art and to each
observer finding a wealth of personal
meaning – as Henry Ford stated,
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping
together is progress; working together is
success.”

TT- Coffee is a way to bring people
together, but the Coffeegraph does
much more than that. The Coffeegraph
brings ideas together. Ideas have a way
of dominating one’s imagination and
forcing themselves into existence by that
person’s hand. From a chess/boxing
tournament, to lectures from YouTube
professionals, to the large variety of
local roasters donating to the Think
Tank’s Coffeegraph experience (indeed,
to the Think Tank itself), the one thing
we all have in common is that our imag-
inations have enabled us to excel. Why
does the Coffeegraph demand this com-
pulsion to flock to people who work
from the heart?

AR- I am glad you asked this question
because I have been contemplating this
myself for quite a while. I view my art as
an expression of ‘time-in-reverse,’ a jour-
ney back to centers of social interaction
(cafés and coffeehouses), where for cen-
turies conversations both in public and
within each of us have taken place over a
cup of coffee.

Coffeegraph is a visual repository of
accumulated conversations extended and
made more articulate in the course of
time. These reflective thoughts are
imbedded in every Coffeegraph and are
being reinterpreted visually into abstract
forms. Why does the Coffeegraph
demand this compulsion? Because human
thoughts are utterly social: social in ori-
gin, function, form, and application.
Coffeegraph is a social phenomenon!

TT - We are incredibly excited to open
your show and share the power of the
Coffeegraph with our audience for the
holiday season. What drew you to the
Think Tank to continue the
Coffeegraph’s exposure to Los
Angeles? 

AR- Well, actually it was Ryan Crowley,
who represented Coffeegraph and myself
at a crucial time of its emergence last
year, who suggested that we approach
Think Tank for an exhibit. From the very
beginning,  I felt an evoking sense of
curiosity towards the exterior façade of
the building situated in the heart of the
fashion district in DTLA. But my sense
of awe and the real attraction comes from
wandering through the gallery space with
an invisible sense of well-being and
heightened energy present – this place
has a soul! We  talk about this every time

I come  here; I believe that my art
vibrates in the most splendid way with
the gallery space and the community of
people who dwell within it - including
you, Jacob!

TT - You’ve shown your work in a
variety of places, from galleries to cof-
fee shops, but what will be different
about the month of Coffeegraph in the
Think Tank’s large gallery/warehouse
space, with a coffee bar built into the
building? 

AR - Think Tank Gallery will provide a
unique opportunity to celebrate the cre-
ative subconscious, and will provide an
engaging worthy-of-viewing exhibit for
Coffeegraph has an allegorical identity
with the Cité des Anges.

I also believe it will generate a genuine
response from the viewer who comes to
learn about the work of an artist seeking
new directions - while ingesting the brew
that served as pigment to create these art-
works. And the response to Coffeegraph
will end up growing as more viewers will
learn to appreciate the abstraction of this
art. The viewer will have an excellent
opportunity within Think Tank’s magical
environment to a discourse with these
enigmatic images, and come across some
personal discoveries of their own.

TT- When did you discover the
Coffeegraph, or as you say, when did it
discover you? And what were you

doing before it found you that made
you the right vessel for its emergence? 

AR- It all started during the
Israeli–Lebanese conflict in July 2006.
While watching the news around the
clock on the Internet and drinking ridicu-
lous amounts of coffee, my kitchen sink
got filled with tens of empty coffee cups.
As I was about to rinse a cup and make
another espresso, I noticed a luminous
pattern at the bottom of a cup - an ineffa-
ble mystery that smacked me numb - and
I mean this literally!

It manifested a title, “Inferno di Terra
Santa”. I put the cup aside, and a short
while later, I noticed another cup with
another title: “The Emergence of Cyrus”.
At the end of the conflict in mid-August
2006, I returned to examine and evaluate
the divulgence of these two images and
concluded that this is an epiphany and I

must answer the call. 

As to why I was given the privilege to
disseminate this art, I can only specu-
late. Perhaps it is because of my exten-
sive background in photography and
film work for many decades, or
because I have a firm knowledge of
myself, knowledge derived from many
layers of life experiences, as well as the
meaning of those experiences, and how
they have shaped me, and transformed
the way I think and perceive the past,
present, and future. 

Conceivably, it could be because I am a
people-centered, forward looking person
who has expressed and illuminated the
colors of mankind for many decades,
with readiness to explore new directions.
However, most likely it is because of my
childlike trait of receptiveness that
makes me feel I am looking at the world
for the first time and carrying within
him a sense of wonder.

TT- What is it about the texture of
coffee that makes these forms
emerge? 

AR- Look, coffee is an organic miracle
with extraordinary characteristic and is
transcending the quality of ordinary pig-
ments. Its body (a term used to describe
a characteristic of brewed coffee) has
the ability to flow and create expressive
distortions of form and space through a
variety of movements. Layering coffee

amalgam creates three-dimensional
depth, thus making it the perfect pigment
to depict paintings of mythological, alle-
gorical, or anthropomorphic subjects.
Additionally, the reproduction techniques
I employ to make my watercolor prints
extend the texture-depth in the final print.

TT - You have grown frustrated before
with those who focus too much on the
process of your work and not enough
on what it does for them. Why is this?

AR - Technical aspects are not major
concerns of mine, but rather what
emerges from the intellectual attentive-
ness when mastering an image in visual
terms.  The quest for discovery is the
genius of creation. So just look at the
painting or print – it’s the inner quality
that speaks to us. I believe the viewer’s
conscious wish is to simply get informa-
tion. But I also know that it is deeper
than that. We all have the power and abil-
ity to perceive the world anew, if
only…we get past our inner prejudices
and get outside of ourselves to know
another’s view of the Universe.

TT - Coffee accomplishes a lot, both as
a drug and a social tool. Are you more
indebted to the social power of the
material you use, or the organic power
of its process in the body?

AR - Yes, coffee is known to be a power-
ful stimulant and as such, throughout
centuries, has taken center stage as
humanity’s wake up fuel. But beyond
that, coffee as a brew has transformed
our relationship with the brew and creat-
ed a social bond with each other. My art
made with coffee is an imaginative world
of organic forms, and to some degree,
part of our social fabric. So I think my
indebtedness leans more towards its
social power, without dismissing the
value of its desired stimulation!

TT - What can people expect to learn
over the course of the Think Tank’s 21
days of Coffeegraph? 

AR- Well Jacob, I hope many things
will be learned, because I believe that
some kind of collective subconscious,
or something other than conscious
awareness, exists among us. And I hope
some of this will be understood and
celebrated.

Mostly, I hope that the canvas I present
to the observer, deep from within my
subconscious [that which is more power-
ful and authentic than anything I can
produce of my conscious thought], will
lead to the kind of conversation among
the viewing public that mirrors the con-
versation from which the art originates.
It is clear to me, beyond a shadow of a
doubt, that my work is created by invol-
untary actions and processes not under
the control of my conscious mind, but
rather by a technique known as
“automatism”, otherwise known as a
spontaneous or automatic painting or
drawing.

The works displayed here at Think Tank
Gallery did not begin with precon-
ceived notions; rather, they were pro-
voked by existing imagery in the
Universe that were simply unveiled, or
emerged, from the collective subcon-
scious as surprising and unexpected
imagery of symbolic figures that are
products of an uninhibited mind. 

I am so looking forward to this exhibi-
tion, and thank you very kindly for mak-
ing this possible!
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